
 

 
 

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE: February 6, 2018 

Domaille Engineering Completes Acquisition of Tech Manufacturing 
   

 

Rochester, MN, February 6, 2018 – Domaille Engineering LLC, an Onward Capital and Thompson Street 

Capital Partners portfolio company, has acquired Tech Manufacturing LLC.   Tech Manufacturing is a leading 

provider of complex 5-axis structural components and sub-assemblies for the Aerospace and Defense markets.  

 

“We are thrilled to have Tech Manufacturing join the Domaille family.  The resulting combination of talent and 

resources allows us to deliver a broader solution to our customers, which provides for excellent growth 

opportunity.” said Tim Kanne, President of Domaille Engineering. 

 

The transition of ownership will be seamless for our customers as our combined management team will 

continue to focus on world class customer service and creative engineering solutions as both companies have 

been doing for over 25 years.   

 

“Onward Capital is extremely pleased to add Tech Manufacturing to the Domaille portfolio.  With this 

combination we will continue to seek complementary acquisition opportunities for the combined platform.” said 

Marcus George, Partner at Onward Capital. 

 

 

About Tech Manufacturing 

 

Tech Manufacturing is an aerospace machining and manufacturing company specializing in highly complex, 5-

axis structural components both in hard metal and aluminum. Tech’s superior expertise enables efficient 

production of the most challenging parts by leveraging lean manufacturing cells to deliver high quality complex 

machined parts for aerospace and defense industries.  Tech Manufacturing has been recognized by Modern 

Machine Shop with the “Top Shop Award”. 

 

About Domaille Engineering  

 

Domaille Engineering LLC is a worldwide provider of innovative engineering solutions and precision 

manufacturing services to high-tech industries and a leading OEM of optical fiber polishing 

equipment.  Domaille Engineering is a three time winner of the prestigious U.S. Chamber of Commerce blue 

ribbon DREAM BIG small business award.  This award recognizes the top 100 US small businesses for 

demonstrating exceptional business practices in several areas including strategic planning, employee 

development, community involvement and superior customer service.   
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